Introduction
The computing ecosystem has always had deep impacts on society and technology and profoundly changed our lives in myriads of ways. Despite decades of impressive Moore's Law performance scaling and other growth in the computing ecosystem there are nonetheless still important potential applications of computing that remain out of reach of current or foreseeable conventional computer systems. Specifically, there are computational applications whose complexity scales super-linearly, even exponentially, with the size of their input data such that the computation time or memory requirements for these problems become intractably large to solve for useful data input sizes. Such problems can have memory requirements that exceed what can be built on the most powerful supercomputers, and/or runtimes on the order of tens of years or more.
Why Quantum Computing? Quantum computing (QC) is viewed by many as a possible future option for tackling these highcomplexity or seemingly-intractable problems by complementing classical computing with a fundamentally different compute paradigm. Classically-intractable problems include chemistry and molecular dynamics simulations to support the design of better ways to understand and design chemical reactions, ranging from nitrogen fixation 1 as the basis for fertilizer production, to the design of pharmaceuticals 2, 3 . Materials science problems that can be tackled by QCs include finding compounds for better solar cells, more efficient batteries, and new kinds of power lines that can transmit energy losslessly 4 . Finally, Shor's algorithm 5 , which harnesses QC approaches to efficiently factor large numbers, raises the possibility of making vulnerable the current data encryption systems that rely on the intractability of this calculation; the existence of a QC sufficiently large and sufficiently reliable to run Shor's on full-length keys could make current cryptosystems vulnerable to attack and eavesdropping.
What is Quantum Computing? QC uses quantum mechanical properties to express and manipulate information as quantum bits or qubits. Through specific properties from quantum physics, a quantum computer can operate on an exponentially large computational space at a cost that scales only polynomially with the required resources. Algorithms that can be appropriately implemented on a quantum computer can offer large potential speedups -sometimes even exponential speedups -over the best current classical approaches.
QC therefore has the potential for speedups that are large enough to make previously-intractable problems tractable. For instance, on a classical computer, it would take quadrillions of years to find the ground state energy of a large molecular complex to high precision or to crack the encryption that secures internet traffic and bitcoin wallets. On a quantum computer, depending on the clock-speed of the device, these problems can potentially be solved in a few minutes or even seconds.
The Inflection Point: Why now?
The intellectual roots of QC go back decades to pioneers such as Richard Feynman who considered the fundamental difficulty of simulating quantum systems and "turned the problem around" by proposing to use quantum mechanics itself as a basis for implementing a new kind of computer capable of solving such problems . Although the basic theoretical underpinning of QC has been around for some time, it took until the past 5 years to bring the field to an inflection point: now small and intermediate-scale machines are being built in various labs, in academia and industry 7 8 . Preskill has coined 9 the phrase Noisy Intermediate-Scale and insufficient resources to perform error correction 10 . Increasingly, substantial research and development investments at a global scale seek to bring large NISQ and beyond quantum computers to fruition, and to develop novel quantum applications to run on them.
The Research Need:
There is a huge gap between the problems for which a quantum computer might be useful (such as chemistry problems
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, material science problems, etc.) and what we can currently build, program, and run. As Figure 1 conceptually illustrates, many well-known QC algorithms have qubit resource requirements that far exceed the current scale at which QCs can be built.
The goal of the QC research community is to close the gap such that useful algorithms can be run in practical amounts of time on reliable real-world QC hardware. Although the current pace of development is high, the projected time to close this algorithms-tomachines gap is still often viewed as ten years or more in the future. Current efforts in QC are focused on accelerating research and development in order to close the gap sooner. In particular, the goal of this Computing Community Consortium (CCC) workshop was to articulate the central role that the computer science (CS) research communities plays in closing this gap. CS researchers bring invaluable expertise in the design of programming languages, in techniques for systems building, scalability and verification, and in architectural approaches that can bring practical QC from the future to the present. Given the potential scientific and commercial promise of Quantum Chemistry algorithms (e.g. agriculture, pharmaceuticals, and basic research), participants felt that the field will benefit from further Quantum Chemistry algorithm innovations and hardware capabilities sufficient for more sophisticated models, such as simulating the properties of excited states and dynamics as well as ground states.
Although QC implementations sufficient to execute Shor's algorithm on practical key sizes are many years away, research is needed in advance of that on "Post-Quantum" public-key cryptographic systems that can resist quantum attack and maintain security.
Programming, Compilation, and Systems Layers:
The workshop agreed that there is a general need for research regarding how best to implement and optimize programming, mapping, and resource management for QC systems through the functionality in between algorithms and devices.
For near-term NISQ machines, we will need to create and refine languages and compilation techniques that give programmers the expressive power needed to articulate the needs of QC algorithms relative to tight resource constraints on current implementations.
Longer term, the use of abstractions to enhance productivity will be needed, once quantum resources are more plentiful.
(For example, effective QEC techniques may allow future QC programmers to treat QC instructions and qubits as fully reliable and accurate.) We must establish the sorts of modularity and layering commonly needed for scalable systems. These include
Quantum Implementations:
The "winning technology" is currently far from clear. The field needs to continue to innovate on fabrics for quantum technologies based on different physical device approaches. In particular, implementation advances will hinge not just on device physics, but also on close collaboration between interdisciplinary teams of computer scientists and physicists to advance QC hardware organizations and approaches overall.
Efficiency in QC Linear systems and machine learning algorithms hinges on finding an efficient way for the quantum hardware to access large amounts of classical input data, which is currently a fundamental bottleneck for potential speedups in this application class.
Being able to produce high-dimensional superpositions containing either the relevant input data or some nonlinear function of it will facilitate performance improvements in tasks such as clustering, PCA, and other data analysis tools for machine learning and optimization.
The participants identified the opportunities for error reductions and precision improvements in existing and near-term QC systems, including through applications of machine learning to machine data and error characterizations.
Given underlying hardware error rates, QC systems will use quantum error correction (QEC) to achieve lower overhead and lower thresholds when resources permit their implementation. Research is needed to identify the most promising QEC implementations, particularly ones that can support the state of qubits over long periods of time and long sequences of operations.
Current NISQ systems do not have sufficient resources to implement QEC. In time however, QC implementations will need the capacity to generate, consume, and recycle a high volume of clean auxiliary qubits which will be a fundamental support for all current QEC approaches in large QC machines.
As with classical computing, the memory system plays a crucial role. Participants noted the need for research on QC memory system design, such as the basic challenge of storing the instructions and state required for a large number of qubits at ultralow temperatures (kelvin/sub-kelvin)?
Conferences and Community Resources:
The participants felt there was a need to develop conferences and communities to help people working on different parts of the QC "stack" to share approaches and to interact with a wide range of applications and devices specialist.
QC research will benefit from involving people and ideas from many other fields. Particularly mentioned were topics like probabilistic programming and the approximate/unreliable computing field, for instance recent work on program logics for union bound and verifying quantitative reliability.
In addition to conference interactions, the community will benefit from producing shared APIs and standard interface layers that allow toolchains and approaches from different academic or industry entities to interoperate with each other. Likewise, where languages, compilers, and software systems can be open-sourced, this will better support full-stack advances from applications and programs down to device specifics.
Workshop Methods
The Each of the presentations were followed by discussion with the entire group and then participants were divided into four breakout groups for more in-depth discussion.
Breakout groups then presented the conclusions from their conversations for the entire group of participants for additional comments. On the afternoon of day two, participants used the materials from the breakout groups and group discussions to begin drafting this report. A full agenda of the workshop can be found online at https://cra. org/ccc/events/quantum-computing/.
The full list of workshop participants can be found in the appendix. . Figure 2 depicts a blue line that represents a possible crossover trend. Namely, it will require both "enough" qubits and also that each qubit or gate operation is sufficiently reliable. If quantum advantage is the initial and most pressing goal for QC, then teams will select scaling strategies that they believe will get them "across the blue line" first.
Technology Trends and Projections
In addition to these relatively-short-term scaling discussions, there are also longer-term issues to be considered. For example, there was a strong sense at the workshop that end-to-end performance metrics should be the primary ruler by which QC performance is gauged. Namely, some QC 
Algorithms
Ultimately, the promise of quantum computers is the ability to run a qualitatively different form of algorithm which can solve some problems far more quickly than any possible classical computer. 18 Determining which problems would benefit from a quantum computer is still an active area of research, and one of crucial importance for CS researchers. The known quantum algorithms have been compelling enough to stimulate enormous interest and investment in the field, but continued progress will require both improving these algorithms and coming up with new ones 19, 20 .
In classical computing, our empirical understanding of algorithms is far ahead of our theoretical understanding. For example, one of the most useful classical algorithms is MCMC, which has been in use since the 1940s, but has only recently been proved to be correct in nontrivial cases, and even these proofs establish performance bounds that are usually far worse than what is empirically observed. The study of quantum algorithms has so far been dominated by theory work since we have not had access to large quantum computers that can be used to test algorithmic ideas. However, we expect that as QC hardware matures, the field of quantum algorithms will become increasingly empirical in its focus, and eventually will rely on the mix of theory, heuristic, and observation that we see in classical computing. (around 2300 error-corrected qubits for 256-bit keys).
Cryptanalysis
As such, there is a major effort underway to find "postquantum" public-key cryptosystems that will resist quantum attack. Some of the leading candidates are based on lattices, for which no efficient quantum algorithms are known yet.
The main way that we gain confidence in the security of a cryptosystem is by attacking it. Thus there is an urgent need to study possible quantum algorithms for lattice-based as well as code-based cryptosystems in order to find out whether these too will turn out to be vulnerable. Unlike other quantum algorithms, here it is important to know whether an algorithm (say for breaking lattice cryptosystems) will be possible long before the algorithms are implemented. . Thus, a key focus of QC algorithms work today is on identifying algorithms of practical interest that can make practical use of the size and reliability of QCs available now during the NISQ era. The subsequent sections discuss these possibilities in more detail.
Quantum simulation
Feynman's original vision of quantum computing hinged on its value for simulating complex quantum mechanical systems, and this remains an area of active interest. For decades, conventional computer simulations have expanded our understanding of quantum mechanical systems, but the complexity of these simulations has forced them to employ approximations that ultimately limit the amount of useful information we can extract. The basic difficulty is the same fact that makes quantum computers effective: describing a quantum system requires a number of parameters that grows exponentially with the size of the quantum systems. Several quantum simulation algorithms have already been proposed and tested on quantum computers 28, 29, 30 . These initial algorithms have been designed for systems requiring minimal resources 31, 32 . One promising current line of research is hybrid quantum-classical approaches. These approaches off-load certain computations onto classical computers, e.g.
Hamiltonian integrals can be pre-computed on a classical computer and then loaded into the quantum computer algorithm as parameters. Conversely, a quantum computer could be used to speedup critical parts in simulations, e.g., providing information about two-particle density matrices.
Ground-state properties are typically obtained using variational methods 33, 34 . 
Machine Learning and Optimization
Much less is known about the utility of quantum computers for machine learning, but the importance of the application makes this a compelling area of study. If we can produce highdimensional superpositions containing either the relevant input data or some nonlinear function of it, then we can quickly perform clustering, PCA, and other data analysis tasks. However, this initial state preparation is still a hurdle. Obtaining a useful overall speedup will require preparing a state of 2 n dimensions in much less than 2 n time, preferably in poly(n) time. We currently only know how to do that in some special cases 
Quantum Error Correction (QEC)
Current NISQ systems are too resource constrained to support error correction, but the field still looks ahead to a future (10+ years away) where error correction schemes may be employed to support the state of qubits over long periods of time and long sequences of operations
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. As such, to some involved in QEC research, QEC itself is the primary workload that will be running on QCs of the future 40, 41, 42 . Future research is required to develop QEC approaches that are effective and resource efficient, so that they can be employed sooner (ie at lower qubit counts) in the technology timeline.
Quantum Advantage
The Quantum Advantage milestone assumes specific quantum computation benchmarks 43 that would defy simulation on classical computers. Google has recently proposed such benchmarks for a certain sampling problem, spurring serious improvements in simulation algorithms. As a side effect, researchers found a number of loopholes in the benchmarks that make simulation much easier. Known loopholes have been closed when Google published revised benchmarks. In general, we expect there will be a period of cat-and-mouse as loopholes emerge and are closed again in quantum advantage benchmarks. As one example, sequences of diagonal gates should be avoided because they enable efficient tensor-network contraction methods.
Computational-basis measurements applied after diagonal gates can also be exploited. In some cases, these and other loopholes have properties that can be checked by verification techniques. 
CS Research Opportunities and Timeline for Quantum Algorithms

Devices
The landscape for QC devices is fast-changing, making it difficult to place a clear bet on a long-term winner. Table   1 shows a summary of technology options thus far. Given this report's focus on the CS role, we present the devices landscape for context, but do not elaborate deeply on the many important research needs embodied at this portion of the implementation "stack".
Current Status
In order to compete with classical computing, QC systems 2) Improve error correcting codes to achieve lower overhead and lower thresholds.
3) Develop new fabrics for quantum technologies based on different physical systems. These may be radically different approaches, or hybrids of currently-studied platforms.
Devices Challenges and Opportunities
In NISQ systems, gate errors play a significant role and the performance of quantum computers will benefit significantly from cross-layer optimization. in different physical platforms. Overall, these cross-cutting research efforts will be required to exploit the full suite of optimization opportunities for the system performance.
6. Architecture
Overview
As in the classical domain, the ultimate role of QC computer architecture is to organize and abstract physical resources in ways that improve modularity, aid in design correctness, 
Communication
For larger QCs, communication will be a multi-scale problem. 
Programming Models and Toolchains
One of the central roles for computer scientists in QC will be in the research and development of programming models and toolchains
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. To some degree, the current state of QC programming and system layers resembles that of classical computing circa 1950. In particular, while research attention has been placed on algorithms and devices, more attention will need to be devoted to the functionality in between, in order to determine how best to implement and optimize programming, mapping, and resource management for QC systems. This is analogous to the software stack present in today's classical computers, though may well take a different form in QC due to the exceptional resource constraints at play.
In time, when resources permit, additional work will be needed on the sorts of modularity and layering commonly needed for scalable systems 69, 70 . For example, libraries for commonly-used functions will aid development and In the short term, QC systems require heavy full-stack sharing of information and data from applications and programs down to device specifics. As such, languages and software systems will benefit from methods to aggregate and share such information. Likewise, and in more human terms, it will also be important for conferences and communities to be developed to help the people working on different parts of the toolchain to share approaches and to interact with a wide range of applications and devices specialist. In the longer term, standard interface layers might allow toolchains and approaches from different academic or industry entities to interoperate with each other.
In addition to programming and compilation, there are also runtime systems and operating systems to consider.
Given the heavy control complexity of QC systems, important research will revolve around good methods for qubit calibration and for adapting to specific system characteristics. Further work is also needed regarding the dynamic coordination between quantum and classical parts of the program execution.
Verification
From the complexity of quantum algorithms to the unreliability of quantum gates, quantum computing is rife with the certainty of error. 
High-level: Quantum Programs
The highest level of this verification stack relates to quantum programs. ).
Hardware-Level
Adapting a quantum circuit to a given hardware architecture entails a variety of powerful optimizations related qubit placement, gate scheduling and pulse-sequence generation.
These optimizations can reduce susceptibility to device errors and even route around known-bad qubits. 
Conclusions
Overall, QC is poised at a deeply fascinating inflection point.
Large industry and government investments are pushing for breakthroughs in qubit counts and fidelities, with quantum advantage being a much-sought-after milestone.
To reach long-term practicality, however, will require considerable innovation after quantum advantage has been reached. Practical QC algorithms that can make use of intermediate-scale hardware will likely be needed in order to motivate ongoing investment of time and resources into QC developments. Without a "killer app" or at least a useful app runnable in the first ten years, progress may stall. In addition, the workshop agreed that there is a general need for research regarding how best to implement and optimize programming, mapping, and resource management for QC systems through the functionality in between algorithms and devices. Attention to systems design and scalability issues will be important as QC systems grow beyond small qubit counts and require modular large-scale designs.
For near-term NISQ machines, we will need to create and can be open-sourced, this will better support full-stack advances from applications and programs down to device specifics. Across all the envisioned needs for QC's success, the engagement of the CS research community and the education of a QC-aware CS workforce will be important factors in achieving the needed research goals.
